Kawasaki zx1

The motorcycles, built with input from Kawasaki Racing Team KRT , won the past seven World
Superbike Championship titles, received new bodywork, improved suspension, and more
powerful engines. The largest revision of the ZXR arrives in the dramatic styling updates. The
goal of the revised bodywork and the taller windscreen is to reduce drag, increase downforce,
and better protect the rider from the wind. Kawasaki says the improvements increase downforce
by 17 percent and reduce drag by 7 percent. The bike features sport, road, and rain modes and
four manual modes that allow riders to tweak performance as needed. For , the riding modes
can now be changed on the fly through a button on the left handlebar. The ZXR now gets
electronic cruise control that uses the left controls for operation. The unit now features:.
Kawasaki lowered the swingarm pivot by 1mm, and made the swingarm 8mm longer. The lower
triple clamp was revised for rigidity to improve handling and turning, and both arrive with new
settings for improved handling over the outgoing model. These improvements include a lower
spring rate, firmer compression damping and softer rebound up front. Out back, the rear shock
includes a stiffer spring rate, soft compression damping, and softer rebound damping. Braking
is completed through mm Brembo discs squeezed by radial-mount four-piston calipers, and a
mm disc squeezed by a single-piston caliper out back. New for are new pads and a repositioned
rear brake reservoir for improved foot positionings. The Kawasaki Ninja ZXR arrives with
three-spoke design cast wheels that lightweight and rigid. Like the bodywork, the ergonomics
were also completely revised for The improvements include:. For those looking for the ultimate
track weapon or race bike, the ZXRR has all the tasty updates. Sign in. Log into your account.
Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Tuesday, February 23, Get
help. Ultimate Motorcycling. November 23, Ron Lieback One of the few moto journalists based
on the East Coast, Ron Lieback joined the motorcycle industry as a freelancer in , and is
currently Online Editor at Ultimate Motorcycling. Related Posts. Read more. The best-selling
Triumph Street Twin is back with motor changes to meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling,
and a classy new variant. Harley-Davidson officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure
touring motorcycles, the Pan America and Pan America Special. The Motor Company released
all the Motorcycle History. Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth edition,
Tourmaster has started over with the new Transition jacket. Lacking a numberâ€”though there
is a V6 on While a bit Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. DimensionsLength Height Width Ground
Clearance 5. Wheelbase Seat Height Payment Information Cash in person or financing is
available. PayPal is accepted, but only for means of deposit. Life is pretty good at the top of the
heap. When you make more power than any other production sportbike on the planet, as the
ZXR does, the character of the power delivery is as important as the actual number of horses.
Consequently, all elements of the induction system work in a coordinated manner, maintaining
the Ninja tradition of smooth power delivery. Weight Curb: Ground Clearance 4. Come see the
latest motorcycles, scooters, ATVs and utility-vehicles; stop by, shop, and browse our great
parts and acssories department! Shipping Information Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup
or shipping. Pursuing Perfection, Achieving DominanceWhen you're competing on a world
stage â€” and winning â€” you must be doing something right. To stay on top, you have to keep
learning and improving. Years of refinement in this rarified atmosphere have elevated the ZXR
to an unprecedented level of sophistication. Racers and street riders alike discover their
envelope of ability expands as they benefit from the relentless focus of engineers intent on
making it possible for riders to extract more from their motorcycles. By making the ZXR better,
riders have the opportunity to be their best. Seat Height 32 in. Come see the latest motorcycles,
scooters, ATVs and utility-vehicles; stop by, shop, and browse our great parts and accessories
department! Model ZX This Dark candy red horsepower Ninja ZX appeals to riders of all types.
Its suspension tuning and an ergonomic layout provide a smooth, comfortable and extremely
competent ride on the highway or winding back roads! The super responsive, horsepower
four-cylinder engine up the sporty looks with real NINJA performance! This fully serviced
Kawasaki Ninja ZX will make an excellent purchase! We can get you approved no matter your
credit history! Call All Star Cycle Sales e in today! This motorcycle is being sold with a salvage
title. It starts, runs, and is being sold as-is. Damage includes, but may not be limited to: Right
turn signal damaged, right front upper scuffed, subframe bent, tail fairing broken, Muzzy
exhaust can bent and pipe broken, Corbin seat damaged, windshield stained. We look over each
unit to note damage and strive to give you the most accurate description possible! Carthagena,
OH. Winter Springs, FL. Cripple Creek, CO. South Kingstown, RI. Dix Hills, NY. Morristown, TN.
Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx Year
Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Please Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. Welcome, Guest. Username:
Password: Remember me. Forgot your password? Forgot your username? Create an account.

Using zx1 extralube in cylinders! Hey everyone, just lately I've been reading a lot about zx1
extralube and it seems to be miracle stuff! Apart from lower engine noise and all the other
benefits one thing that stood out to me is that compression can be improved for about miles
anyway and that could be useful for me cos about 3 years ago me and a Kawasaki technician
tested the compression on my st and 3 cylinders were within 4 psi but No. One day I'll get the
motor refreshed but in the uk that means sending it to someone far away and paying a heap of
money! Any advice would be great thanks everyone. Don't waste your money. There are no
miracle cures for engine wear. A simple leakdown test on the affected cylinder will help pinpoint
the cause. The following user s said Thank You: Sheath. Last edit: by zed I agree with zed, but
it's your money and your choice. Instead of sending the engine away, why not do it yourself?
My wife has a Suzuki DR for on and off road. Just my opinion but I'd keep riding it until running
problems present themselves. Chances are you've got many good miles left in that engine. Ed
KZE2 Well I must admit it does run really well and quiet and it does still pull strong although it
has lost a bit of top speed over the last year or so, the carbs are in balance and it's only been
maybe miles since the shim job I've got the tools to de glaze the bores and fit new rings but I'd
prefer the help and guidance of an experienced mechanic as I would want it to run as well as
kawasaki intended with compression to match! I'm only an enthusiast, mechanics isn't day to
day for me! As Zed said , no miracle cures mate. That stuff will almost certainly result in your
clutch slipping and the worst part is once you put that in it is extremely hard to get out. Yes I
thought about it more last night and I agree that the clutch will probably slip as a result and if I
did put a few drops directly into the cylinders it might give the effect of glazed bores anyway! I
grew up hearing about saw dust in crackcase of cars from shady used car salesman! What was
the warranty scam with WYNN's? Put in everything, engine, tranny, rear end? Guaranteed not to
blow up! Then a few yrs. Those salesman were long gone! Hey try it?? Went thru 25 of these in
40 yrs. Points ign. Bendix Orig. Starts everytime! Hey thanks kZ1kzonly there's a company near
me called wheel wizards that powder coated the wheels six years ago and one of their guys
does a bit of general spraying so I gave him all the panels and a roll of gold vinyl and white
pinstripe and he did a fantastic "H" job it's really funny at so many bike meets I've overheard
"experts " discussing what a good job I've done converting it from fuel injection to carbs!! Once
I heard a guy saying "why would you convert an H to shaft drive?! As for the white wheels ,
that's kind of my thing, all my bikes apart from two spoke wheel bikes have had white wheels
and I keep them spotless! Sadly in the uk many of the st's along with xs"s and gsg's were
turned into trikes and some are still being converted to this day! I'd rather see a chain
conversion carried out than a trike job I must admit Powered by Kunena Forum. Page: 1. Any
advice would be great thanks everyone Attachments:. I like your take on the Paint Job! And
customizing to your liking! Looks Cool!! I never was much on drive shafts. But I have bought 3
shaft E's for scrap to dismantal in the past 3 yrs. Tried to sell stuff? But those shafties are all a
little different on the size of everything? When equipped, California evaporative emissions
equipment adds approximately 2. Always wear a helmet, eye protection and proper apparel.
Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Using high-precision electronic control for
engine management, Kawasaki models can achieve a high level of fuel efficiency. However, fuel
consumption is greatly affected by throttle use, gear selection, and other elements under the
rider's control. The Economical Riding Indicator is a function that indicates when current riding
conditions are consuming a low amount of fuel. The system continuously monitors fuel
consumption, regardless of vehicle speed, engine speed, throttle position and other riding
conditions. When fuel consumption is low for a given speed i. By riding so that the "ECO" mark
remains on, fuel consumption can be reduced. While effective vehicle speed and engine speed
may vary by model, paying attention to conditions that cause the "ECO" mark to appear can
help riders improve their fuel efficiency â€” a handy way to increase cruising range. Further,
keeping fuel consumption low also helps minimize negative impact on the environment. Ideal
fuel injection and throttle valve position results in smooth, natural engine response and the
ideal engine output. The system also makes a significant contribution to reduced emissions.
The Kawasaki Engine Brake Control system allows riders to select the amount of engine
braking they prefer. When the system is activated, the engine braking effect is reduced,
providing less interference when riding on the track. Designed to assist riders by optimizing
acceleration from a stop, KLCM electronically manages engine output to minimize wheel spin
when moving off. With the clutch lever pulled in and the system activated, engine speed is
limited to a determined speed while the rider holds the throttle open. Once the rider releases the
clutch lever to engage the clutch, engine speed is allowed to increase, but power is regulated to
minimize wheel spin and help keep the front wheel on the ground. The system disengages
automatically once a predetermined speed has been reached, or when the rider shifts into third
gear. Depending on the model, riders can choose from multiple modes, each offering a

progressively greater level of intrusion. Models equipped with multiple Power Modes offer
riders an easily selectable choice of engine power delivery to suit riding conditions or
preference. In addition to Full Power mode, one Low or two Middle, Low alternate mode s in
which maximum power is limited and throttle response is milder are provided. Designed to
maximize acceleration, it allows riding at the edge of traction on the track. This technology
continually controls the rear wheel slip that occurs when power is applied, ensuring optimal
acceleration. In general, maximum forward drive requires a certain amount of slip. To ensure the
most effective transfer of power to the tarmac, S-KTRC monitors the slip ratio in real time, and
governs engine power delivery to optimize rear wheel traction. S-KTRC monitors a number of
parameters, including front and rear wheel speed slip , engine rpm, throttle position and
acceleration. Conditions are confirmed every five milliseconds, at which time the system looks
at each of the parameters as well has how much they are changing i. This unique Kawasaki
method makes it possible to make interpolations and precisely calibrate engine output to suit
traction conditions. By acting before slippage exceeds the limits of traction, drops in power can
be minimized, resulting in ultra-smooth operation. It also automatically adjusts for tire wear,
different tire profiles, high-grip tires, and numerous other factors that setting-type systems treat
as fixed parameters. Models equipped with IMU incorporate chassis-orientation feedback to
offer even more precise management. Kawasaki ABS systems use front and rear wheel sensors
to constantly monitor wheel speed. Should information from either of the sensors indicate that
wheel lock has occurred, the ABS ECU directs the pump in the ABS unit to modulate brake fluid
pressure releasing and reapplying pressure so that traction can be regained until normal
operation resumes. ABS offers rider reassurance that contributes to greater riding enjoyment.
The original Kawasaki suspension arrangement locates the shock unit very close to the bike's
center of gravity, greatly contributing to mass centralization. And because there is no linkage or
shock unit protruding beneath the swingarm, this frees up space for a larger exhaust
pre-chamber an exhaust expansion chamber situated just upstream of the silencer. With a
larger pre-chamber, silencer volume can be reduced, and heavy exhaust components can be
concentrated closer to the center of the bike, further contributing to mass centralization. The
result is greatly improved handling. A secondary benefit is that the shock unit is placed far
away from exhaust heat. Because it is more difficult for heat from the exhaust system to
adversely affect suspension oil and gas pressure, suspension performance is more consistent.
Acceleration along longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes, plus roll rate and pitch rate are
measured. The yaw rate is calculated by the ECU using Kawasaki original software. This
additional feedback contributes to an even clearer real-time picture of chassis orientation,
enabling even more precise management for control at the limit. Kawasaki developed KIBS to
take into account the particular handling characteristics of supersport motorcycles, ensuring
highly efficient braking with minimal intrusion during sport riding. In addition to front and rear
wheel speed, KIBS monitors front brake caliper hydraulic pressure, throttle position, engine
speed, clutch actuation and gear position. This diverse information is analyzed to determine the
ideal front brake hydraulic pressure. Through precise control, hydraulic pressure is modulated
in much smaller increments than with standard ABS systems. The system limits rear wheel lift
under heavy braking and takes downshifting into account while braking, allowing the rider to
manage the rear brake. And because of the finer control, kickback to the brake lever is minimal,
resulting in a very natural
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feeling. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight to your door. Click on a
technology to learn more. Engine Management Technology. Economical Riding Indicator.
Electronic Throttle Valves. Kawasaki Engine Brake Control. Power Modes. Chassis Management
Technology. Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension. See Dealer Inventory. Knee Pad Set. Frame
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